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Negotiating for Professional Treatment & High-Quality Education
Adjunct faculty organized and fought to win the right to join TAUP because an overwhelming majority wanted to raise and
stabilize the standards of teaching at Temple University. Our aims in the ensuing contract negotiations for adjunct faculty are
grounded in that vision. Each of the proposals TAUP has passed across the table to Temple administration stem from the high
value we place on treating all faculty as worthy professionals and on delivering quality education and scholarship. If you want to
see exactly what TAUP proposes, Click here.
It is not surprising that we have vast differences on negotiated salaries, benefits, and the necessary job security adjunct faculty
demand and deserve. Entering into the negotiations process we knew those conversations would take time, give and take, and
compromise on the parts of us faculty and administration. After 11 sessions, we are deeply disappointed that we have been able
to agree on very little—even things that should not be hard to agree to—like academic freedom, non-discrimination, and even
desk copies for Temple’s teaching faculty!
We propose these items, even if they seem like no-brainers to teach a class, because getting access to the simple tools of teaching
a class can be difficult for adjunct faculty. Temple says they have policies that provide these things. They have inconsistent to
non-existent orientation for new faculty, no single place where policies are collected, unclear directions for obtaining copies for
classes, and few places to meet students that provide privacy uniformly across campus. Faculty need to have these items in a
contract to ensure the adequate tools for our students success. Temple has rejected these proposals.
Not surprisingly, the major financial impact of our contract proposals center on salary. Our proposal on salary is based on our
belief in the basic principle of equal pay for equal work. That's why we put forth a parity proposal, pegging the minimum adjunct
pay to the contractual minimums that exist for full-time faculty.
A significant raise for adjuncts is urgently needed to bring our highly-trained, professional teachers the compensation they
deserve, and maintain the quality our students demand. But we all know a salary bump is just one part of what it will take to
support adjuncts in delivering the highest quality education to our students. Thus, our other major proposals consider aspects of
adjunct employment to provide predictability in assignments, clear paths to promotion, professional development, tuition
benefits, and access to the same high-quality health insurance that full-time faculty enjoy.
Unfortunately, so far, we have been disappointed in the administration's response to our proposals at the bargaining table. They
have rejected most of our proposals, though we have made progress on a few, such as the definition of which adjuncts are in the
TAUP bargaining unit, the grievance procedure and a few others. Nonetheless, they have made clear their opposition to any loss
of flexibility in hiring, scheduling, promoting and terminating adjuncts. They have yet to offer very many counterproposals.
We are one faculty. We are responsible for ensuring a fair contract for all of those that teach and work at Temple University.
Stand in support of a fair contract. Add your name here.
Sincerely,
The TAUP Negotiating Team
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